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Suppose we are given 2n distinct points in the plane, no three of which are 
collinear, n of which are colored blue and the remaining n arc colored red. The 
problem we consider is that of tinding a one to one correspondence between red 
and blue points such that if we join every pair of corresponding points by a straight 
line segment, then no two of the resulting n segments intersect. We give an 
O(n log2 n) time algorithm for computing the desired one to one correspondence. 
0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELI~NARE~ 
Consider the following problem: Given the initial positions of n identical objects 
in the plane (represented by n distinct red points), and given n destinations 
(represented by n distinct blue points), assign to every object a destination, one 
object per destination, in such a way that if every object moves to its destination on 
a straight line segment then no two segments intersect (this eliminates the 
possibility of a collision between two moving objects). In other words, we want to 
draw n nonintersecting straight line segments, each of which joins a red point to a 
blue one. It is not hard to prove that this is always possible if no three of the 2n 
points are collinear. We give an O(n log* n) time algorithm for finding the desired n 
straight line segments. Throughout, we assume that no three of the given 2n points 
are collinear. 
OBSERVATION 1. It is possible to draw n nonintersecting straight line segments, 
each of which joins a red point to a blue one. 
Proof A. Let S be a set of n segments each of which joins a red point to a blue 
one and no two of which have a common endpoint. Let the cost of S be the sum of 
the Euclidean lengths of the n segments in it. If S is chosen to have minimum cost, 
then no two segments in S intersect. fl 
Proof B. For convenience, in this proof we assume that n is a power of 2. There 
exists a line L which divides both red and blue points in half (the proof of this is by 
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a straightforward continuity argument, and is omitted). Recursive application of 
this idea yields a subdivision of the plane into n convex faces each of which contains 
one blue point and one red point which can be joined by a straight line segment 
(that no intersection will occur is guaranteed by the convexity of each face). 1 
Both proofs A and B result in polynomial time algorithms for finding the desired 
n nonintersecting segments. Proof A suggests using the known techniques for 
finding minimum-weight matchings, which result in an O(n3) time algorithm (see 
Chap. 11 in [4]). Proof B results in an O(n log2n(log log n)2) time algorithm, as 
follows. Cole, Sharir, and Yap [2] have recently shown that the dividing line L can 
be found in time O(n log n(log log n)‘). This implies that, if we let T(n) be the run- 
ning time of the divide-and-conquer algorithm suggested by proof B, then 
T(n) < 2T(n/2) + cn log n(log log n)‘. 
This implies that T(n) = O(n log’n(log log n)‘). 
The next section will present the main result of this paper: an O(n log2n) time 
algorithm. The rest of this section presents the ingredients which will be used in the 
algorithm, which is quite different from both of the above algorithms. 
Overmars and Van Leeuwen have designed a data structure (they call it an 
augmented tree structure) for storing n points according to (say) their x coordinate, 
in such a way that the convex hull is stored at the root of the structure and is main- 
tained as points are inserted/deleted at a cost of O(log’n) time per inser- 
tion/deletion (see [3] for the details of how this interesting data structure 
functions). They also show that, if the points in two distinct augmented tree struc- 
tures T, and T, are separable by a line L parallel to the y axis, then a tangent PQ 
common to both the convex hull of the points in T, and to that of the points in T2 
(as in Fig. 1) can be found in time O(log n) (Theorem 3.2 in [ 33). 
If G and H are convex polygons, then we say that they are disjoint if there is a 
line which separates them. We say that G and H intersect only if their boundaries 
intersect. If they are not disjoint and do not intersect then one of them contains the 
other. Note that we do not consider the case when G is in the interior of H as an 
intersection. Chazelle and Dobkin [ 11 have shown that it is possible to find the 
intersection of a line and a convex polygon in time O(log n), and that detecting 
whether two convex polygons are disjoint can also be done in time O(log n). 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
At some point during the algorithm, we will be faced with the following problem. 
We will have two convex m-gons G and H that intersect and have the property that 
the leftmost point of G (call it A) is to the left of the leftmost point of H (call it V), 
while the rightmost point of H (call it W) is to the right of the rightmost point of G 
(call it B) (see Fig. 2). The following Lemma is crucial to our algorithm. 
LEMMA 2. A common tangent to G and H can be found in O(log*m) time. 
Proof: We cannot immediately make use of Overmars and Van Leeuwen’s 
already mentioned result for tangent determination, because G and H intersect. 
Actually, the general problem of tinding a common tangent (or reporting that none 
exists) for two possibly intersecting convex m-gons can easily be shown to require 
time Q(m) in the worst case. However, here we have the additional information 
about the ordering of A, B, V, W, and we now exploit this fact in order to find the 
desired tangent in time O(log’m). Let C be the point of H such that AC is a sup- 
porting line of H and H is below it (Fig. 2). Similarly, D is the point of G such that 
WD is a supporting line of G and G is below it. Points C and D can be found in 
time O(log m) [S]. If line AC ( WD) intersects G (H) only at A ( W) then AC ( WD) 
is the desired tangent, so assume that E (F) is another point of intersection. E and 
F can be found in time O(log m) [ 11. If E is between A and C on the line AC (as in 
Fig. 2) then let G-Zeft be the portion of G to the left of E, H-right be the portion of 
H to the right of E. The desired tangent is tangent to G-left and H-right. Since 
G-left and H-right are separated by the vertical line through E, Overmars and Van 
FIGURE 3 
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Leeuwen’s binary search technique can be used on G-left and H-right to find the 
desired common tangent in time O(log m). A symmetric argument holds when F is 
between Wand D on the line WD. The tricky part is the case when C is between A 
and E and D is between Wand F (Fig. 3). But then, in such a case, point C is in the 
interior of G, and since we already have W which is exterior to G, we can by a 
binary search determine a point I of intersection of G and H. Since each probe of 
this binary search takes O(log m) time, finding I takes O(log’m) time. A vertical 
line through I then splits both G and H into two pieces, and the desired tangent is 
tangent to either H-left and G-right, or to G-left and H-right (this is the case 
shown in Fig. 3). In either case the vertical line through I separates the two por- 
tions for which we seek a common tangent. Therefore in either case the Over- 
mars-Van Leeuwen technique can be used to find the common tangent in time 
O(log m). It is clear that the cost of this algorithm is dominated by the O(log* m) 
time it takes to find 1. m 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
We assume that, initially, the red points are stored in an augmented tree struc- 
ture (call it TR) according to their x coordinate (for convenience, we assume that 
no two points have the same x coordinate). As already mentioned, structure TR 
also contains a description of the convex hull (call it HR) of the red points, and it 
supports insertion and deletion operations in time O(log2 n). We assume that a 
similar structure is available for the blue points (we call it TB, and we call the con- 
vex hull of the blue points HB). The algorithm we will describe assumes that TR 
and TB are initially available (creating them takes time O(n log n) [3]). 
We now give a recursive description of the algorithm for drawing n noninter- 
secting straight line segments, each of which joins a red point to a blue one. 
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ALGORITHM DRAW 
Step 1. Test whether HR and HB are disjoint. There are two possible out- 
comes: 
Case I. HR and HB are disjoint. Find a line L1 which separates them, then 
create new structures TR and TB in which the red (resp. blue) points are stored 
according to their projections on an axis L2 perpendicular to L, (Fig. 4), i.e., L, 
and L, become the new y and x axes, respectively (in the “old” TR and TB struc- 
tures, the points were stored according to their projections on the old x axis). Then 
repeat the following (i)-(iii) until no more points remain: 
(i) Find a line tangent to both HR and HB at, say, points P and Q, respec- 
tively. It is important that both HR and HB be on the same side of the line, e.g., 
below it (Fig. 4). 
(ii) Join P to Q by a straight-line segment (this is one of the desired n 
segments). 
(iii) Delete P from TR, Q from TB. 
When no points remain, stop. 
Case II. HR and HB are not disjoint, i.e., either they intersect or one of them 
contains the other. Then let a and b be respectively the smallest and largest x- coor- 
dinates among the red points, and let u and w be respectively the smallest and 
largest x coordinates among the blue points. Determine the relative positions of the 
two intervals [a, b] and [o, w] (these two intervals must overlap, since HR and 
HB are not disjoint). If none of the intervals [a, b] and [u, w] contains the other 
then go to Step 2, and if one of them contains the other then go to Step 3. (Note 
that if we go to Step 2 then HR and HB intersect, but if we go to Step 3 then either 
they intersect or one of them contains the other.) 
Step 2. Do the following: 
(i) Use the algorithm described in Lemma 2 to find a common tangent to 
HR and HB such that HR and HB are on the same side of this tangent. Let P and 
Q be respectively the red and blue points on this tangent. 
(ii) Join P and Q by a straight-line segment (this is one of the desired n 
segments). 
(iii) Delete P from TR, Q from TB. 
(iv) If TR (and hence TB) is empty then stop; otherwise go to Step 1. 
Step 3. Since one of the intervals [a, b] and [u, w] contains the other there 
must exist a vertical line (call it L) with the property that there are points both to 
its left and to its right, with as many red points as blue ones to its left, and similarly 
to its right (Fig. 5). Do the following: 
(i) Find the line L by performing, in parallel, two “scans” of the remain- 
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FIGURE 5 
ing points (both red and blue). By “in parallel” we mean that we alternate between 
one scan and the other, letting them progress simultaneously. One scan starts at the 
leftmost point and moves rightward, and the other starts at the rightmost point and 
moves leftward. Both scans “look” for line L until one of them finds it. 
Comment. Note that, if k red and k blue points are to the right of L, and L red 
and fi blue points are to the left of L, then the time taken by sub-step (i) is 
U(min(k, /;)). 
(ii) Find TR,, TR,, TB,, and TB,, where TR, and TB, are the augmen- 
ted tree structures of the (respectively) red and blue points to the left of L, and TR2 
and TB2 are analogously defined for points to the right of L. TR, and TR2 (TB, 
and TB,) are obtained by splitting TR (TB) about the x component of the vertical 
line L. 
(iii) Recursively solve each of the two subproblems consisting of the points 
to the left of L (using TR, and TB, ), and of the points to the right of L (using TR, 
and TB,), then stop. 
End of Algorithm Draw. 
Correctness of the algorithm is obvious. We now show that it runs in time 
O(n log’n). We do so by showing that the total cost of every one of Steps 1-3 is 
O(n log2n), where by “total cost” of a step we mean its cost over all recursive calls. 
Cost of Step 1. Testing whether HR and HB are disjoint and finding L, can 
be done in time O(log n) [ 11, and since this is done O(n) times its total cost is 
O(n log n) time. In Case I, since a point is involved only once in the “restructuring” 
of TR and TB the total cost of such restructuring is O(n log n) time. After this 
restructuring of TR and TB, we can use the O(log n) time algorithm of Overmars 
and Van Leeuwen for finding the tangent common to HR and HB, and since this is 
done a total of O(n) times its total cost is O(n log n). On the other hand, deleting a 
point from TR or TB takes time O(log2 n) and is done O(n) times, and hence the 
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total cost of such deletions is O(n log*n) time. The total cost of Case I is therefore 
O(n log’ n) time. The tests performed in Case II take 0( 1) time (since a, b, II, w are 
readily available in TR and TB), and hence their total cost is O(n) time. 
Cost of Step 2. Since [a, b] and [u, w] overlap and none of them contains 
the other, the conditions for Lemma 2 are satisfied, and therefore the common 
tangent can be found in time O(log* n). An argument similar to the one given for 
Case I of Step 1 then gives a total cost of O(n log* n) time for Step 2. 
Cost of Step 3. Without loss of generality, assume that k<&. Charge the 
O(k) time it takes to find L to the 2k points to the right of L. Note that whenever a 
point is charged it ends up in a sub-problem of no more than half the size of the 
previous sub-problem it was in. This implies that a point gets charged O(log n) 
times, and hence the total cost of sub-step (i) is O(n log n) time. The cost of 
splitting TR (TB) into TR, and TR2 (TB, and TB,) is O(log* n), as pointed out 
earlier. Since there are no more than n such splittings, the total cost of sub-step (ii) 
is O(n log* n) time. We have already accounted for the costs of the recursive calls. 
This completes the proof of the following: 
THEOREM 3. Algorithm DRAW runs in time O(n log* n). 
3. CONCLUSION 
Given 2n points, no three of which are collinear, n of which are red and the 
remaining n are blue, we considered the problem of finding n nonintersecting 
straight line segments, each of which joins a red point to a blue one. We gave an 
O(n log* n) time algorithm for this problem. 
The existence of the desired nonintersecting segments can no longer be guaran- 
teed if we drop the non-colinearity assumption, as can be seen by considering the 
case when all red points are on the negative part of the x axis and all blue ones are 
on the positive part of the x axis. 
The following constrained versions of this problem are worth investigating: 
(i) There are obstacles in the plane, i.e., some areas of the plane are forbid- 
den and no segment can go through them, or 
(ii) Points in a given m-subset of the red points can only be joined to points 
in a given m-subset of the blue ones (m <n). 
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